
CN TOWER + EDGEWALK
The CN Tower is Toronto’s most iconic attraction and the tallest free-standing structure in the western 
hemisphere. It now includes EdgeWalk, a thrilling hands-free walk on the outside ledge of the tower. 

ST. LAWRENCE MARKET
Great picnic fare can be discovered at St. Lawrence Market, ranked by National Geographic as the 
world’s best food market. Try the famous peameal bacon sandwich at Carousel Bakery!

HARBOURFRONT + TORONTO ISLANDS 
Visit the revitalized harboufront area with bike paths, festivals and Sugar Beach. Take the scenic ferry 
ride over to the Toronto Islands which provides a wonderful photo opportunity of the skyline. Bike, 
picnic, hit the beach, and explore the Centre Island amusement park, Centreville. 

THE DISTILLERY DISTRICT
The Distillery District is one of Toronto’s most picturesque neighbourhoods with its cobblestone 
laneways and Victorian era buildings. It’s home to high-end boutiques, art galleries and restaurants. Be 
sure to try the wondrous creations from Soma Chocolatemaker. 

KENSINGTON MARKET + CHINATOWN
Toronto’s most eclectic neighbourhood is full of bohemian style, with vintage shops, food from around 
the globe, bakeries and cafes, and uniquely Toronto creations. 

SHOPPING!
Toronto is a shopper’s dream, from the high-end boutiques of Yorkville to the hip shops of Queen Street 
West. And with over 200 retailers and a million visitors each week, the Eaton Centre is one of Canada’s 
favourite places to shop. 

ROM + AGO
The AGO houses some of Canada’s most important works of art, contemporary and classical 
masterpieces, and thought-provoking exhibits all in Frank Gehry’s stunning redesign. The Royal Ontario 
Museum (ROM) is Canada’s largest museum of world cultures and natural history. 

CASA LOMA
Visit North America’s only castle, built in 1914! Discover its fascinating history, while roaming the lush 
halls, 98 rooms, secrets passages, and beautiful garden.  

RIPLEY’S AQUARIUM OF CANADA
Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada welcomes nearly 14,000 beautiful and exotic inhabitants to Toronto. 
Located at the base of the CN Tower.

HOCKEY HALL OF FAME
Hey sports fans! Spend the afternoon at the Hockey Hall of Fame and get your picture taken with the 
Stanley Cup.
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